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Aiming to study the electrical characteristics of photovoltaic cells during the flight of solar-
powered unmanned aerial vehicles, this work combines a photovoltaic cell equivalent
circuit model and a thermodynamic model. The influence of wing surface temperature and
its influencing factor-solar radiation is of primary concern. A solar radiation model is
established to explore the impact of solar irradiance on temperature and photovoltaic cell
output. Atmospheric temperature and four basic parameters of photovoltaic cell, including
open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, voltage, and current at maximum power point
under standard conditions are treated as input parameters. The surface temperature, the
variation of output voltage, current, and power are studied with the altitude changing from
0 to 35 km and time from 0 to 24 h in spring equinoxes. Results find that with the increase in
altitude, the surface temperature of the photovoltaic cell decreases first and then
increases. The voltage of the photovoltaic cell decreases as the temperature increases,
and the voltage-time curve varies at altitudes below 25 km and above 30 km. The peak
power is available at an altitude between 15 and 20 km. The above findings can be applied
to study energy generations and flows of solar-powered vehicles.

Keywords: photovoltaic cell, operating altitude, solar-powered aircraft, solar radiation, thermodynamic model,
electrical characteristic

INTRODUCTION

Solar-powered unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are a kind of electric aircraft that uses optical
energy as their only source of power (Ma et al., 2020). Due to their advantages, solar-powered
UAVs are gradually attracting the attention of aviation workers in such availability, reliability,
and environmentally friendly characteristic (Khatib et al., 2012). High-altitude long-endurance
solar-powered aircraft can be used for high altitude communication, border surveillance, power
transmission line construction, and forest firefighting (Barbosa et al., 2014; Ni et al., 2021). As a
significant part of the solar-powered UAV, the photovoltaic (PV) cell converts a portion of the
solar energy into electricity and ensures the use of energy in aircraft (Wang and Chen, 2021).
However, it has been documented that the power conversion of PV cells is inefficient, about
0.3–0.4 (Solangi et al., 2011). Most of the energy it absorbs is dissipated as heat, which is one of
the critical technologies that hinder the development of solar-powered UAVs (Rawa et al., 2022;
Wang et al., 2022). When aircraft fly, reducing unnecessary energy waste on the premise of the
existing PV cell is crucial. It is worth investigating the value of power, the energy conversion
efficiency of PV cells, and the other electrical characteristics. Furthermore, enabling PV cells to
operate with efficiencies.
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The output electrical characteristics of photovoltaic cells
mentioned include power, current, and voltage, especially the
voltage and current at the maximum power point, open-circuit
voltage, and short-circuit current. Since the energy of
photovoltaic cells is obtained from the external environment,
these output characteristics are closely related to environmental
conditions, such as the value of solar irradiance, environmental
temperature, the flight altitude of the aircraft, atmospheric mass,
and even atmospheric density (Ouédraogo et al., 2021). To better
estimate the output characteristics of PV cells under different
environmental conditions, it is necessary to consider the changes
of various circumstance parameters at different times and
altitudes comprehensively, particularly the main influencing
factors.

Solar radiation and temperature are two factors that need
paying attention to (Ouédraogo et al., 2021). Studies on the
relationship between the two factors and the output of PV
cells have been done for years. To simulate solar energy at
different altitudes, Bernhard, (2000) designed a mathematical
model suitable for future automatic calculation programs for all
basic aircraft systems and environmental conditions. The existing
solar power generation model was coordinated and combined.
However, the impact of temperature on the PV cell was not
considered. Gao et al. (2021) discussed in detail a simplified
equivalent circuit model and its output characteristics of PV cells
changing with solar radiation. However, as solar radiation can not
only directly affect the output of PV cells but also indirectly affect
the output by affecting surface temperature, temperature
influence on the output characteristics is lack consideration.
To study the temperature change of aircraft during flight,
Haws and Bowman, (1999) proposed a thermodynamic model
of the wing surface. By establishing an adiabatic model and
thermodynamic equation, the influence of thermal radiation,
thermal convection, and heat conduction on wing temperature
was comprehensively considered, and the temperature of the
wing surface was analyzed. Chang et al. (2013) established the
power characteristics model of PV cells on the wing of solar-
powered UAVs operating from sea level to the stratosphere.
Based on the linear relationship between energy conversion
efficiency and surface temperature, the power characteristics of
PV cell is focused on. Although the above studies have
breakthroughs in certain aspects, there is still a lack of a
complete and systematic description of the output
characteristics and their influencing factors of PV cells on the
wing of solar-powered aircraft.

This study aims at studying the influence of temperature and
solar irradiance on the output of the PV cell when the aircraft is
flying at various altitudes and time conditions. A solar radiation
model is established for the issue that solar radiation varies with
time and elevation. Considering the influence of thermal
radiation, heat convection, and solar radiation on the PV cell,
a simplified PV cell equivalent circuit model combining a
thermodynamic model is applied. Eventually, surface
temperature, conversion efficiency, peak power, voltage, and
current at the maximum power point were studied at different
altitudes and times.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

When the PV cell installed on the solar-powered UAV comes to
work, it converts some of the solar radiation perpendiculars to the
surface into electricity and the rest into heat. In this progress, the
temperature of the PV cell increases, thus affecting the conversion
efficiency and output characteristics. As altitude and time change,
the solar radiation and atmosphere temperature change as well,
which also have a critical influence on the PV cell.

Solar Radiation Model
The solar irradiance can be affected by the longitude and latitude
of aircraft, the distance between the earth and the PV cell, flight
date, and clock time. When the solar radiation passes through the
atmosphere, the scattering and attenuation of the solar radiation
from atmospheric conditions will also affect the solar irradiance
received by the photovoltaic cell.

Solar radiation received by the photovoltaic cell can be divided
into direct radiation and scattered radiation, which is given by
Eq. 1:

Stotal � Sbeam + Sdiffuse (1)
where Stotal is the total radiation. Sbeam is direct radiation, which is
solar radiation that reaches the earth without changing direction.
Sdiffuse is scattered radiation, which refers to the solar radiation
scattered by the atmosphere and eventually reaches the ground.

Direct radiation can be calculated by Eq. 2 (Ouédraogo et al.,
2021):

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Sbeam � Son · exp{cs · e−h/hs/[sin( αs + αdep

1 + αdep/90)]
Ss+h/hb}

Son � Gsc · (1 + 0.033 · cos 360nd
365

)
αdep � 0.57 + arccos

RE

RE + h

(2)
where Gsc stands for the solar constant, which is 1357W/m2; cs is
a constant, valued at 0.357; h is the elevation of an aircraft; hs and
hb are height constants, which are 7000 m and 40000 m,
respectively; nd stands for the day of the year; αdep represents
depression angle, which is a correction of solar elevation angle; Ss
is a constant, valued at 0.678; Son stands for the solar radiation
outside the atmosphere, which is relevant to the distance between
the earth and the PV cell; RE is the earth radius measured at 45°

North latitude, valued at 6356.8 km; αs stands for the solar
elevation angle.

In the low-humidity cloudless air, the scattered radiation
accounts for a small proportion, only accounting for 8% of the
direct radiation, and has little influence on the overall calculation.
Therefore, assuming that the angle and magnitude of the
scattered radiation are the same in all directions. (Ouédraogo
et al., 2021). The scattered radiation can be calculated by:

Sdiffuse � 0.08Sbeam · e−h/hs (3)
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From the equations above, we can get the value of total solar
radiation in a unit area at different altitudes, latitudes, and
longitudes at various clock times.

Only the component of solar radiation in the normal direction
of the photovoltaic cell can be absorbed by the PV cell, the
direction of direct radiation is needed. Figure 1 shows angles
among the sun, PV cell, and ground coordinate system. The
vectors shown in the figure are all unit vectors.

According to the geometric relationship in Figure 1, the unit
vector of solar radiation can be expressed in the ground
coordinate system by:

ns � [ cos αs · cos γs cos αs · sin γs −sin αs ] (4)
where γs stands for the solar azimuth angle. Both the solar
elevation angle and the solar azimuth angle can be derived
from latitude, flight date, and clock time.

To accurately calculate the solar radiation received by the PV
cell, the influence of attitude angle needs to be considered. A body
axis system is established in this work. Supposing the
photovoltaic cell is attached closely to the wing, the solar
radiation that the PV cell receives can be acquired according
to the transformation of the ground coordinate system and the
body axis system. Figure 2 shows the relationship between
arbitrary coordinate system Ox1y1z1 to Ox2y2z2.

The transformation matrix between two coordinate systems
can be expressed by:

Tb
e � ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ cos θ cosψ cos θ sinψ −sin θ

−cos ϕ sinψ + sinϕ sin θ cosψ cos ϕ cosψ + sin ϕ sin θ sinψ sin ϕ cos θ
sin ϕ sinψ + cos ϕ sin θ cosψ −sin ϕ cosψ + cos ϕ sin θ cosψ cos ϕ cos θ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(5)

where e represents the ground coordinate system, and b
represents the body coordinate system.

The angle χ between the vector of the direct solar radiation ns
and the normal vector of the PV cell np can be calculated by:

cos χ � ns(Tb
e)−1nb (6)

where nb is a unit vector parallel to the z-axis of the body axis
system, and it can be represented in the body axis system by:

nb � ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 0
0
−1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (7)

Solar radiation received by PV cell at unit area treated as Spv
can be calculated by:

Spv � Stotal cos χ � Stotal · ns · (Tb
e)−1 · nb (8)

The solar radiation model is established.

Equivalent Circuit Model of Photovoltaic
Cell
PV cell manufacturers generally provide users with short-circuit
parameters, open-circuit parameters, and the maximum power
point parameters measured under standard conditions
(atmospheric quality valued at 1.5, solar radiation valued at
1000W/m2, temperature valued at 298.15 K). Under standard
conditions, values of the short-circuit current Iscref, open-circuit
voltage Vocref, the maximum power point current Imref, and the
maximum power point voltage Vmref are available when the PV
cell output power reaches the maximum value.

To facilitate engineering calculation, a simplified equivalent
circuit model of PV cell was established by Eq. 9 by using the
above four parameters. The output of characteristics under
arbitrary environmental conditions is approximated by
introducing corresponding compensation coefficients (Liu
et al., 2016; Gao et al., 2021).

FIGURE 1 | Angles between the sun, PV cell and ground coordinate
system.

FIGURE 2 | Transformation from arbitrary coordinate system Ox1y1z1 to
Ox2y2z2.
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ipv � Isc · C1{eVpv/(C2Vocpv) − 1}
C1 � (1 − Impv

Iscpv
) · e−

Vmpv
C2Vocpv

C2 � (Vmpv

Vocpv
− 1) · [ln(1 − Impv

Iscpv
)]−1

(9)

where Vpv and Ipv are the output voltage and output current of the
PV cell, respectively; Iscpv and Vocpv are the short-circuit current
and open-circuit voltage, respectively, Impv and Vmpv are the
current and voltage when the battery output power reaches
the maximum under any condition, respectively, and can be
expressed by (Liu et al., 2016; Gao et al., 2021):

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Iscpv � Iscref · Spv
Sref

· (1 + a1ΔT)

Vocpv � Vocref · ln(e + a2ΔS) · (1 − a3ΔT)

Impv � Imref · Spv
Sref

· (1 + a1ΔT)

Vmpv � Vmref · ln(e + a2ΔS) · (1 − a3ΔT)

(10)

where Spv is the solar radiation received by the PV cell per unit
area, affected by the longitude and latitude, time, altitude, and
other parameters; Sref is the solar radiation under the standard
condition, valued as 1000W/m2; ΔT is the difference between the
actual temperature of the PV cell and the reference temperature
of the PV cell (Tref = 298.15 K), which can be expressed by ΔT = T
- Tref. ΔS is the difference between the actual solar irradiance
incident on the PV cell and the solar radiation under standard
condition Sref, which can be calculated byΔS = S - Sref; e = 2.71838;
a1, a2, a3 are the compensation coefficients, which are obtained by
fitting a large amount of experimental data, and their typical
values are shown by:

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
a1 � 0.0025/K
a2 � 0.0005W/m2

a3 � 0.00288/K
(11)

As one of the crucial parameters of the PV cell, the power
conversion efficiency is defined as the ratio of the electrical energy
generated to the solar radiation incident on the cell. Suppose the
above calculation is about the electrical characteristics of the PV
cell per unit area. With the usage of short-circuit parameters,
open-circuit parameters, the power conversion efficiency of PV
cell ηpv can be calculated by (Singh et al., 2021):

ηpv �
Iscpv · Vocpv · FF

Spv
× 100% (12)

where FF is the fill factor, which is calculated by:

FF � ImpvVmpv

IscpvVocpv
(13)

In this work, the maximum power can be obtained directly
from the maximum power point parameters under standard
conditions expressed by:

Pm � ImpvVmpv

� Imref · Vmref · SpvSref
· (1 + a1ΔT) · ln(e + a2ΔS) · (1 − a3ΔT)

(14)
The equivalent circuit model of PV cell is established.

Thermodynamic Model of Airfoil Surface
The energy conversion efficiency of PV cell ηpv varies with
temperature (Durisch et al., 1996; Scheiman et al., 1996; Baur
et al., 2017). Thus, it is vital to pay attention to the temperature of
the airfoil surface, and a thermodynamic model is needed as
illustrated in Figure 3.

The model is described using a simple balance of energy.
The low conductance of air in the wing, the temperature
difference between the top surface and the bottom surface,
which prevents free convection from taking place, as well as the
less connection between the top surface and the bottom surface
lead to an adiabatic boundary condition on the bottom of the
top surface (Haws and Bowman, 1999; Chang et al., 2013). The
energy flow on the top surface involves the radiation of the
external circumstances (mainly the sun) to the wing qrad,sun″ , the
radiation from the wing surface to the external circumstances
qrad,wing″ , the heat convection between the wing surface and the
external circumstances qconv,″ and the electricity generated by
PV cell qelec″ . These four energy parameters are values of heat
flux and affect the temperature of the top of the wing, which
could be expressed by:

Ein − Eout − Eheat � 0 (15)
mpv(cp)pv · dTsur

dt
� Ein − Eout (16)

ρpv(cp)pv · dTdt � qrad,sun
″ − (qelec″ + qrad,wing

″ + qconv
″ ) (17)

Where Ein represents the rate of energy flowing into the model;
Eout represents the rate of energy flowing out of the model; Eheat
represents the rate of energy that causes temperature change; ρpv
is the density of the PV panel in kg/m2; (cp)pv is the specific heat
for the PV panel.

The difference between the radiation of the external
circumstances to the wing and the electricity generated can be
described by:

FIGURE 3 | Thermodynamic model of airfoil surface.
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qrad,sun
″ − qelec

″ � αpvSpv − ηpvSpv

� (αpv − Iscpv · Vocpv · FF
Spv

)Spv
� αpvSpv − Iscpv · Vocpv · FF

(18)

where αpv is the absorptivity of PV cell. According to the Eqs
17 and 18, an increase in solar radiation causes an increase in
qrad,sun″ , and ultimately a rise in surface temperature.

The sum of the radiation from the wing to the external
circumstances and the heat convection between the wing and
the external circumstances can be described by:

qrad,wing
″ + qconv

″ � εpvσ(T4 − T4
atm) + k ·Nu

cw
(T − Tatm) (19)

where εpv is the emissivity of PV cell; σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant, valued 5.67 × 10−8W/(m2 · K4); Tatm is the atmosphere
temperature, the temperature is obtained directly from the
standard atmospheric table without considering the influence
of solar radiation on the ambient temperature; k is the thermal
conductivity of the atmosphere; cw is the chord length of the wing;
Nu is the Nusselt number.

Nusselt number represents the intensity of convection and is
the ratio of heat conduction resistance to convection heat transfer
resistance. It contains free convection and forced convection,
which can be expressed by Eq. 20 and 21, respectively (Chang
et al., 2013):

Nufree �
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩0.825 + 0.387Ra1/6

[1 + (0.492Pr )9/16]8/27
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭

2

(20)

Nuforce � Pr
1
3[0.037(Re45 − Re

4
5
x) + 0.664Re

1
2
x] (21)

where Ra represents the Rayleigh number; Pr represents the
Prandtl number; Re represents the Reynolds number; Rex
represents the local Reynolds number. These four
dimensionless quantities can be expressed by:

Ra � gρ2(T − Tatm)c3w
Tatm · μ2 (22)

Pr � (cp)atm · μ
k

(23)

Re � cW · V
μ

(24)
Rex � rlam · Re (25)

where ρ is the atmosphere density; μ is the dynamic viscosity of
the atmosphere; (cp)atm is the specific heat for the atmosphere; V
is the velocity of the fluid relative to the wing; rlam is the ratio of
laminar flow.

The total Nusselt number can be expressed by:

Nu
7
2 � Nu

7
2
force +Nu

7
2
free (26)

When the model is in a balance of energy, dTsur/dt = 0, an
iterative method can be used to solve Eq. 17. The iterative
function can be expressed by:

{f(T) � −qrad,sun″ + [qelec″ (T) + qrad,wing
″ (T) + qconv

″ (T)] � 0
φ(T) � T + f(T)

(27)
The iterative formula can be expressed by:

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Tk+1 � Tk + f(Tk)

Tk+1′ � Tk − (Tk+1 − Tk)2
Tk+2 − 2Tk+1 + Tk

(28)

The flow chart for calculating surface temperature is shown in
Figure 4.

The thermodynamic model of airfoil surface is established.

FIGURE 4 | Flow chart for calculating surface temperature.
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OUTPUT CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS OF
PV CELL

Performance Evaluation
To verify the acceptability and feasibility of the model, a
performance evaluation is launched, and the results are
compared with the previous experiment conducted by Das
et al. (2019). As shown in Figure 5, the black curve represents
the data calculated by models in this paper, and the red curve
represents the experimental data carried out in September. It
can be seen from the results that the calculated solar
irradiance and temperature curves are smoother than those
of the experimental results. The calculated data of surface
temperature is slightly smaller than the experimental one,
with a maximum error of 5.8 K at 15.5 h.

Parameters Setting
The parameters related to models are displayed in Tables 1–3,
respectively. Values of k, Tatm, ρ, and μ are available in the
atmosphere database.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The influence of solar irradiance on the output of the PV cell has
been reflected in many works (Liu et al., 2016; Gao et al., 2021).
To prove the influence of temperature on the output of the PV
cell, this work first compares the output results of the PV cell with
and without the thermodynamic model under the same solar
radiation. Results show that compared with taking atmospheric
temperature as the actual temperature of the photovoltaic cell, the
output of the photovoltaic cell is different when considering the
influence of thermal effect (including thermal radiation, thermal
convection, and the like.) on temperature. As shown in Figures
6A,B, at standard solar radiation and an altitude of 15 km, after
including thermal effects, the overall characteristic curve of the
PV cell moves forward, the open-circuit voltage decreases by 6.0
V, while the short-circuit current rises by 1.1 A, and the
maximum power point moves forward and peak power
increases by 6.6 W.

FIGURE 5 | Comparison of calculated data with experimental data. (A) Solar radiation variation. (B) Surface temperature variation

TABLE 1 | Parameters related to solar radiation model.

Parameters Values

φlat East longitude of 40°

φlong North latitude of 120°

Θ 0
Φ 0
Ψ 0

TABLE 2 | Parameters related to equivalent circuit model.

Parameters Values

Iscref 9.7 A
Vocref 44 V
Imref 8.58 A
Vmref 36 V

TABLE 3 | Parameters related to thermodynamic model of airfoil surface.

Parameters Values

ρpv 0.7 kg/m2

(cp)pv 712 J/(kg·K)
αpv 0.8
εpv 0.85
rram 0.2
V 18 m/s
cw 2 m
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To more accurately study the working situation of the PV cell
during the flight condition, the output electrical characteristics and
surface temperature characteristics of the PV cell at different altitudes
and clock times under the condition of considering the thermal effect
of the PV cell are studied. Considering the actual situation, this work
only studies the voltage, current, and power at the maximum power
point. nd is set to 80, which is near the vernal equinox.

The variation of solar radiation at different times and altitudes
is shown in Figure 7. At a single altitude, the solar radiation rises
first and then decreases with the change of time in a day. The solar
radiation received by the PV cell reaches the peak value at about
12.2 h. The reason is that, with the change of time, the angle
between the vector parallels the direction of solar radiation and
the aircraft body coordinate system gradually changes. At the
same time, with the increase in altitude, solar radiation gradually
increases. When the altitude is more than 15 km, the solar

radiation changes slowly. The difference between 20 and
35 km at 12.2 h is only 13W/m2, while the difference between
5 and 20 km at 12.2 h is 100.8 W/m2. Because the higher the
altitude is, the thinner the atmosphere is, and the attenuation
effect of the atmosphere on solar radiation is weakened.

The variation of surface temperature at different times and
altitudes is shown in Figure 8. At the same altitude, the surface
temperature of the PV cell is the highest at about 12.2 h. When the
altitude is 15 km, the surface temperature is 255.2 K at 12.2 h. The
reason is that the solar radiation is higher at this time, which leads to
high thermal radiation from the sun to the PV cell. When the solar
radiation is 0 at night, the surface temperature of the PV cell returns
to the atmospheric temperature, and the surface temperature is
216.7 K when the altitude is 15 km. The difference between the
maximum temperature and the minimum temperature is 38.5 K. At
the same time, with the increase of altitude, the surface temperature
of the PV cell decreases first and then increases after 10 km between
7.7 and 16.6 h due to the influence of ambient atmospheric
temperature and thermal convection. It is worth noting that the
maximum temperature difference between day and night of the PV
cell also rises with the increase in altitude. The maximum
temperature difference is 8.0 K at the horizontal altitude, while
the maximum temperature difference between day and night can
reach 87.1 K at 35 km. At altitudes above 20 km, the temperature at
night stays constant and then gradually increases, because the ozone
layer absorbs a lot of solar radiation during the day. The surface
temperature of photovoltaic cells is greatly affected by the
environment, and the temperature difference between day and
night is large: when the solar radiation is weak in the high sky,
the surface temperature of photovoltaic cells is low; however, when
the solar radiation is strong in the high sky, the surface temperature
of photovoltaic cells is higher than 330 K. For high-altitude long-
endurance solar-powered UAV, a large range and periodic surface
temperature change is unfavorable to the improvement of aircraft
characteristics. Therefore, the aircraft structure material with good
heat dissipation performance can be considered, and the thermal
convection inside the wing can be fully utilized. In the daytime when

FIGURE 6 | Comparing conditions of including thermal effects with that not including thermal effects. (A) Current-voltage curves. (B) Power-voltage curves

FIGURE 7 | The variation of solar radiation at different times and
altitudes.
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the surface temperature of the photovoltaic cell is high, the heat can
be effectively dispersed; at night, when the surface temperature is
low, heat from other heating devices can be transferred to the surface
of the wing, preventing the UAV from freezing.

All other things being equal, the voltage of the PV cell
decreases as the temperature increases and the current
increases as the temperature increases (Chander et al., 2015).
The voltage variation at maximum power point at different times
and altitudes is shown in Figure 9. When the altitude is 25 km or
less, the voltage of the PV cell reaches themaximum at 12.2 h. The
reason is that, in addition to temperature, solar radiation is also a
factor affecting the voltage of the PV cell. With the change in
time, solar radiation has a more significant impact on the PV cell.

Although the surface temperature of the PV cell is the highest at
12.2 h, the PV cells can receive more solar radiation at the same
time, and the voltage is higher. However, due to the high
temperature, voltage changes little with time during the
daytime between 30 and 35 km. Meanwhile, during the day
and at different altitudes, when the altitude is below 10 km,
solar radiation changes dramatically with altitude, and voltage
increases when altitude changes. When the altitude is 15 km and
above, the voltage decreases with the increase of the height at
12.2 h. The reason is that, the temperature at the same altitude at
15 km and above changes dramatically with time, temperature
becomes an crucial factor affecting the output of the PV cell.

It is worth mentioning that the current trend of the PV cell at the
same altitude is similar to that of solar radiation. As the altitude rises,

FIGURE 8 | The variation of surface temperature at different times and
altitudes.

FIGURE 9 | The variation of maximum power point voltage of PV cell at
different times and altitudes.

FIGURE 10 | The variation of peak power at different times and altitudes.

FIGURE 11 | The variation of the power conversion efficiency of PV cell
at different times and altitudes.
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the current gradually increases, in the meantime. The reason is that
the temperature has a relatively small impact on the current, which is
mainly influenced by the intensity of solar radiation.

The variations of peak power and the power conversion
efficiency of the PV cell at different times and altitudes are
shown in Figures 10, 11, respectively. It is found that, at the
same altitude, the power of the photovoltaic cell increases first
and then begins to decrease at 12.2 h with time, which is mainly
affected by solar radiation. The influence of voltage on the power
of the photovoltaic cell is mainly reflected in the power output
changes at different altitudes. As the altitude rises from sea level
to 35 km, the peak power increases first and then decreases. There
is a maximum power between 15 and 20 km. When the time is
12.2 h, the peak power at the altitudes of 15 and 20 km is about
319.7 W. It is found that the power conversion efficiency of the
PV cell increases first and then decreases with time at the same
altitude. As the altitude increases, the peak value of the efficiency-
time curve increases first and then decreases. The efficiency
reaches the maximum value between 20 and 25 km at about
noon, and at 20 km, the efficiency reaches 0.31 at 12.2 h.

CONCLUSION

A solar radiation model is applied, and a thermodynamic model
of airfoil surface combining the equivalent circuit of the
photovoltaic cell is made use of in this work. The effects of
solar irradiance and temperature on the output characteristics of
the photovoltaic cell at different times and altitudes are discussed
in detail. After including thermal effects under standard
conditions, the maximum power point moves forward, and the
peak power decreases by 6.6 W. With the increase in altitude, the
solar radiation gradually increases. The solar irradiance changes

slowly above 15 km. The difference between 20 and 35 km at
12.2 h is only 13W/m2, while the difference between 5 and 20 km
at 12.2 h is 100.8 W/m2. With the rise in altitude, the surface
temperature of the photovoltaic cell decreases before 10 km and
increases after 15 km due to the influence of ambient atmospheric
temperature and thermal convection. When the altitude is 25 km
or less, the voltage at the maximum power point reaches the
maximum value at 12.2 h; due to the high temperature, voltage
changes little with time during the day between 30 and 35 km.
There is a peak power between 15 and 20 km. When the time is
12.2 h, the peak power at the altitudes of 15 and 20 km is about
319.7 W. The power conversion efficiency of the photovoltaic cell
reaches the maximum value between 20 and 25 km at about noon,
and at 20 km, the efficiency values at 0.31 at 12.2 h.
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